SPIRIT: A CENTURY OF ASIAN ACTIVISM

SPIRIT: A Century of Queer Asian Activism is an examination of legacy through a community panel and performance (May 10th and 11th). SPIRIT highlights the work of groundbreaking Queer Asian Artists, Activists, Academics and Community Leaders, creating space for our full existence. Though Asian Pacific Islanders constitute 33-35% of San Francisco’s population, we are underrepresented in Queer Artistic spaces. SPIRIT makes Queer Asian histories visible, juxtaposing our queer past with visions of the future to celebrate the vital art and activism of our community.

Contact: Celeste Chan, www.colestechan.com

Celeste Chan creates work born from Queer Diaspora through wit, words, and film. A Voices of Our Nations Arts Foundation fellow, her films have screened at Vancouver Queer film festival, MIX NYC, and National Queer Arts Festival, among others. She’s honored to be the co-founder of Queer Rebels.